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 SCADA is a control system architecture that uses computers, networked data 
communications and graphical user interfaces for high-level process supervisory 
management 

 Cyber-physical system where availability, performance and reliability are the top 
concerns – not security. 

 Industrial Control Systems (ICS) – geographically dispersed assets PLCs 

 Distributed Control Systems (DCS) – locally significant controllers in a plant, they 
control batch-oriented (continuous) processes in refineries, petrochemical, and so on 

Předvádějící
Poznámky prezentace




SCADA is Unsecure 
“An important drawback derived from the 

connection to intranets and communication 
networks, is the increased vulnerability to 

computer network-based attacks.” 
Source: European Union Agency for Network and Information Security 
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 Specialized devices with JeOS operating system 
 No password or only the default one 

 
 "Industrial" computers with OS Windows / Linux 

 Obsolete 
 No updates/patches 
 No advanced security 

 
 Endpoint security cannot be ensured 
 Exposed to modern threats just like conventional IT 

environment 
 Additionally, exposed to long forgotten threats 

What’s inside SCADA? 
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What is Passive Network Monitoring? 
 Works with copy of the network traffic = no impact on network 
 Provides rich network telemetry (IPFIX – IETF standard) 
 Analyzes all the network layers from L2-L7 
 Reduces amount of data for analysis (500:1) 

Flow data 





LAN/WAN with Flowmon Probes or NetFlow/IPFIX compatible devices 

Internet Enterprise 

Monitoring of the Entire Attack Path 
From Internet and VPN, business networks to OT environment 

    WAN Industrial 
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In this simulation we’ll demonstrate a cyber attack targeting an ICS 
environment. ICS are systems that control industrial technologies. 
In our case it is a power plant. ICS/SCADA networks are generally 
very vulnerable to external influences, since any change can 
directly lead to a restriction or complete shutdown. Which 
subsequently leads to a huge damage to the organization and their 
customers. Even though we attempt to completely isolate ICS from 
the Internet and outsiders in general, it is never possible to contain 
all threats. 



A suppliers service engineer enters the control system  
room to perform operations and maintenance  
checks beyond the scope of surveillance system. 



He connects to the technological network and accesses  
the control PLC. His notebook is infected with malware,  
which is activated only when connected to the control network.  
Obviously, the engineer isn’t aware of this. 



At the start of his maintenance activities, all indicators 
are normal. We’re now looking at the temperature 
of the cooling medium in the tertiary circuit. 



The state of the system and activities of the engineer 
are constantly monitored by the local surveillance 
center. Nothing suggests anything unusual yet. 



The engineer carries out his activities. However in the background 
an attack on the control system is now underway in order 
to gain unauthorized access to one of the power stations 
and disrupt the generation of electricity. Meanwhile identification 
of potentially vulnerable systems in the network is in progress. 



The monitored indicators still seem to be normal.  
The surveillance system for the production of electrical 
energy does not show any anomalies. 



However, the system has been compromised and 
the temperature of the cooling medium is rising. 



The engineer has finished his work, disconnected from 
the system and now leaving the facility. 



When a critical temperature is reached and an alarm is triggered. 



The engineer immediately moves to the technical room 
to check the cause of the alarm. 



The technical room is already full of smoke. 



The engineer is manually shutting 
the system down to remediate the situation. 



 
3 This power plant was fortunate to have an engineer on site who 

could manually intervene. If that hadn’t been the case, the damage 
would’ve been inevitable. Now let's take a look at how little it would 
take to detect and resolve the problem in timely manner. 



At the time of connecting to the control network, Flowmon ADS 
identified a new device in the network. This is expected behavior, 

because the new device was actually connected. 



During the engineers activity, malware looks for devices in the 
network which can be attacked. The scan runs on port 139, the 

Samba protocol, which has a number of vulnerabilities. 



Subsequently, malware attacks the vulnerable station in order to 
gain unauthorized access, escalate permissions, and damage the 

production process. We can see an event that represents the 
described attack. 
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Monitoring and early detection of security incidents is essential for 
the protection of SCADA/industrial control systems. Their 
independence and separation from the surrounding environment 
does not mean these systems cannot be the target of an attack. 
ICS systems are functional and reliable, but based on legacy 
technologies which goes hand in hand with their security. Imagine 
the possible consequences of this attack happening in a nuclear 
power plant. That said, visibility into network communication and 
early detection is vital. 



Flowmon Networks a.s. 
Sochorova 3232/34  
616 00 Brno, Czech Republic 
www.flowmon.com 

Thank you 
Performance monitoring, visibility and security 
with a single solution 

  


